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Abstract : The present st11dy aims al defrning a 
national sea level reference in Alge1ia and can be 

integrated in other oceanographic projects for 
detennination of the mean sea level. Whatever the 
p1inciple of measure is. a tide gauge is able to 

provide a local information on the height of the sea 
refe1nxi to the chosen reference. 
l11e main points of this st11dy are: the calibration of 

the data of the electronic tidal gauge with an 

automatic data acquisition system installed in 

Algiers harbour; the comparison of these data with 

the data acquired from the analogical tidal gauge 
installed on the same site; and the detennination of 
the mean sea level usù1g the harmonie analysis. 

The exploiL1tion of the data recorded with the 
electronic tide gauge of Algiers dming a pe1iod of 
two years provide an estima te of the mean sea level 

and the hannonic components which can be also 
used for the prediction. The estimated mean sea level 
differs by a few centùneters of the acnml value 

currently used which was detennined in a "arbitrary" 
way. 
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1. Introduction

During the last two decades. the measurements of the 

height of seas usù1g tide gauges have given 
acceptable results along the coastal lines. These data 
are used to predict a tide from hannonic components. 

and on the other hand. to valida te the global modeL� 
of tide and the observations provided by altùnertic 
satellites. 

Beù1g aware of the interest to establish tide gauge 
sites. in frnmework of ils activities, the National 

lnstit11te of Cartography and Remote Sensing is 

currently plannmg a project to install new tide 
gauges with automatic acquisition along the Alge
rian coast lù1e. A newly national altùnellic referen

tial will replace the existù1g reference defmed from 
the tidal meter of La Goulette (Tunisia). 

In this paper. we present the anal y sis of the data from 
the electI·mûc tide gauges of Algiers to detennine the 

mean sea level witch will serve as the reference point 
for the levelling network of Algeria 

2. Description of the electronic tide

gauge of Algiers

l11e tide gauge for automatic data acqms1llon 

installed near the analogical tide gauge is a prototype 

conceived by Dr. Michel van Ruymbeke of the 
Royal Observatory of Belgium (ORB). This proto
type records every minute the height of the sea as 

frequencies genernted by a capacitive sensor. 

} 

Fig. I Tidal gauge site of Algiers sheltering the two tide 
gauges clectronic (in the left) and analogical (in the right). 

3. Tidal gauge data

The electronic tide gauge with automatic cl,1ta 
acquisition was installed in may 2003 ù1 Algiers 
harbour. Due to technical problems. the store tunes 

series staited ù1 may 2004. 
Tlûs electronic tide gauge is ù1stalled close to an 

analogical one in order to compare the observations 

produced fonn both sources. 
l11e data of the electronic tide gauge used in th.is 
sn1dy. are those collected during the period from 

March 29. 2004 to Febmary 27. 2006 with a 
samplù1g rate of one mùrnte. 
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